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Thank yous and acknowledgements

I wish I could thank everyone that made it possible for me to be
here today. But that list would be too long for a single page. 

I am incredibly thankful for all the people that gave me a shot and
took me under their wing when I sat out to build the greatest dental
marketing company in the country. These wonderful people made a
bet on me, and I'm damn proud I proved them right. 

A few of the names that come to mind are Rui Pereira. Thank you
for being the first to believe in me with your money and not your
words. Thank you for letting me invest in your practice, and showing
me the ins and outs of the dental business when I was barely
getting started. Thank you for being a great friend all these years.
Pedro Fidalgo, thank you for teaching me how to think and act like a
CEO. Thank you for taking me under your wing, and treating me like
family. Jeff Miller, thank you for helping me think and dream
bigger. When I met you, I thought success for ordinary people like
us was six figures a year. But we are not ordinary. We are
extraordinary. And now I see, that was barely the beginning. Dr.
Bruno, Dr. César, Natália, and all Drs. that have been with us for
years, as well as Hélio Gaspar, Igor Brito, Rúben Peregrino, Daniel
Seixas... Thank you so much for your friendship, inspiration, and
trust over the years. For being role models, each successful in their
own way. All self-made millionaires, just like it should be. To the
ones of you that read this. Thank you.

As I write this, the More Patients Company has become the biggest
dental marketing company in Portugal. It is now time to make it the
biggest one in the world. May I count on your help to get there?

Chief Executive Officer, +Patients

Tomás Marques
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1. How The Dental Business
Model Actually Works

Your patient acquisition systems. These include:
Your online patient acquisition "funnels"
Your sales procedures and systems
Pricing and up/down-selling strategy
Sales & marketing KPI measurement
Your sales compensation
Systemizing the decision-making Biz-Dev meetings 
Creating the SOP's and Systems that make it all work

Your servicing. These include:
Improving patient experience and service
Reducing material and equipment waste processes

This is The Framework For Managing a Dental Office (or any
business under $10M/year really). It's actually pretty simple.
Anyone that makes it more complicated than this, is probably
trying to sell you some coaching package.

The only 3 things that matter are:



Improving patient experience and service
Actively searching for underperforming/unsatisfactory
employees, and replacing them (yes, I said it)
Implementing KPIs to measure efficiency, satisfaction,
waste, to increase patient satisfaction and margin

Your operations. These include:
Monthly financial reports (VERY IMPORTANT)
Lowering COGS and really driving down costs
Keeping Gross Margins on AT LEAST 40%
Keeping Net Margins on THE VERY LEAST 20%
Optimizing internal systems
Measuring internal KPIs
Legal & Accounting

A quick note: Operations are a small part of the dental business
BUT THEY ARE VERY IMPORTANT. If you don't understand your
finances, you will quite likely not succeed.

Small practices usually have no idea what their numbers are. If you
can't measure it, you can't manage it.

Managing a dental office is like managing any other business. You
have to deliver great value to your customers, promote, promote,
promote, and keep your costs low.

That means cutting heads off when needed, switching suppliers,
and letting go of treatments that are not profitable.

It also means not having a champagne taste on a cookie budget.
I've seen a lot of people go out of business - or worse even, barely
surviving - in the last few years. And the reason is always the
same. Insufficiency of money. Do not waste it. After you collect it,
you have to keep it, and invest it.



Let's keep it simple. This is the process we use to generate
millions of dollars of dental implant / orthodontic sales every
year, all over Europe and the United States.

Do not delegate oversight of Client Acquisition. That is the same
as delegating your future to someone else. You should make an
effort to understand this function well, because only by acquiring
new patients will your practice grow.

2. Client Aquisition

Lead
Generation

Lead
Lead Nurture

Sale

Follow-up

Servicing Retention

2 - 1. Lead Generation

To understand lead generation, first let's understand market size

How most practice owners see their market:

Your practice          You + 1 Evil Competitor         You + 3 Evil Competitors       



How their market actually is:

"I own 1/4 of the market"

You are here

Now let's understand marketing platform capacity:

How most practice owners see their marketing:

How it actually is:

To sum it up: The pie is really big, especially in cities

You are here



So now that you know there's no such as promoting our business
too much, Let's dive into how you can actually generate leads. For
that, we'll use Facebook Ads. And how do you make Facebook Ads?

Easy, use our Begginer 5-step Ad Formula:

1.  Headlines
- Convey a clear CTA or benefit
- Qualify your target audience
- Create curiosity
- Be specific
- Be congruent with the rest of
the copy and image/video

2.  Copy
- Keep it short, but not so small that
it omits important information
- Clearly explain the offer
- Touch on the pains of not
taking advantage of this offer,
and mention the specific benefits
- Create authority on the ad (but don't spend the entire ad talking
about yourself). Mention one of two things (briefly) that clearly
prove to the prospect that you are an authority on your field.

3.  Page name
- Keep it simple, clear, and feel free to add your city to the end.

4.  Images
- Actual photos of teeth and treatments actually work well, as
long as they look clean, nice AND NOT BLOODY
- Make the picture contrast well, and look real, not perfect.
- Short text in the image usually drives conversions up

5.  Videos
- Keep them under 60 seconds, the script should follow the same
rules as the copy. Subtitle the video after producing it.  
Equipment recommendations: Sony ZV1, lapel mic, teleprompter.



2 - 2. Lead Nurture

Well, congratulations on getting your first leads!
Now someone has to book them...

After analyzing more than 10,000 calls that generated
appointments, our team identified 3 principles that drastically
influence the likelihood of a qualified patient booking an
appointment. These 3 principles should be applied on every call:

The 3 Golden Principles On Scheduling Calls:

Call attitude is by far the most important factor in ensuring a
good customer experience. A positive intonation, and customer-
oriented attitude, dramatically increases the appointment and
satisfaction rates of any dental office.

1) Good Attitude on Call

This is probably the most frequently broken principle. When we
disagree or say no to someone, we lose agreement. For there to
be communication, there must be agreement.

This means that when a patient asks us, "Can I know the price of
a dental implant?", we don't answer "We can't give prices over
the phone, you have to make an appointment first". Instead, the
appropriate response is "Yes, of course, Mr. John, I'm happy to
give you all the information about the cost and payment models
for the treatment, however, as you can imagine, all treatments
are personalized, by this we need to carry out your evaluation
appointment first. Would Mr. John be available to make an
appointment this week?"

2) Never Disagree/Refuse A Potential Customer's Request



2 - 2. Lead Nurture

The best time to connect with a person who wants to do
business with us is at the exact moment they ask us to contact
them. The second best time is as early as possible. And we must
always call at least 3 times before we assume that the person
will not answer. For personal organization, missed calls or other
information about the specific patient can be placed on the
Google Sheet in the Notes field.

In fact, the chance of a potential patient answering rises to
more than 90% on the sixth call we make, after receiving the
contact request.

The probability of a potential patient making an appointment is
500% higher if they are contacted within 60 seconds of their
contact request! This value drops dramatically in the first 15
minutes.

Of course, it won't be possible for us to call most people within
60 seconds, but the important thing is not to forget that every
lost minute can be a lost opportunity.

3) Response Time



2 - 2. Lead Nurture

Basic Appointment Scheduling Script

Good morning/afternoon, am I speaking with [Name]?

Confirmation

Hi [Name], this is [My Name], from [Clinic's Name], how are you

doing today?

Reply

Great! The reason I'm calling you, is because you filled in one of

our ads... about [Dental Implants].. on Facebook. Does that ring a

bell?

Reply

Perfect, then I would like to invite you to a [Free] assessment

appointment with Dr. [Doctor] so that he can evaluate your case,

and give you a personalized treatment proposal.. Does that sound

good to you?

Affirmative answer, make an appointment and give the address

Perfect, it's scheduled! [Name], one more thing, the Doctor has

been on a very busy schedule lately, and for that reason, we want

to avoid appointment cancellations as much as possible. So I'd like

to ask you, is there is any reason, that might prevent you from

coming to your appointment [on Friday]?

Negative Reply

Perfect, then I'll see you on [Friday]! [Bye]



2 - 3. The Sale

First, congratulations to getting here. When it comes to sales,
there are a few timeless principles that will increase the case
acceptance of any dental practice. These are:

➢ Always, always, always have a great attitude. A man once told
me if I treated all potential clients like millionaires, a few would
buy like they were. That has been my experience. You are not
making a favor to patients by receiving them, they are making
you a favor by coming to your practice. Smile, be nice, be
cheerful, be witty, and don't be negative. Great things don't
come to those who wait. They come to those who smile as
brightly on the 100th sale, as they smiled on the first sale. Your
great attitude is one of your great superpowers.

➢ Always agree with the patient. If you lose agreement, you lose
communication. You obviously don't have to share the same
opinion as the patient on every topic, but if he mentions
something you strongly disagree with, just acknowledge his
position. Example: "I understand what you're saying John".

➢   He who talks the least gets his cases accepted the most.
Don't shower the patient with information. Understand clearly
his situation, and let him feel heard. The great questions you ask
will often yield more results, than the great answers you give. 

➢   Make him think about the result, not the treatment. This one
should be nailed to the wall of every dental office. The patient
does not care whether it's Titanium, Zirconia, Gold, or Wood. He
cares about smiling confidently, eating comfortably, and
laughing with his family again. Paint that picture.  

Golden Sales Principles



2 - 4/5. Servicing & Retention

Referalls are the only exponential aquisition channel there is

What do I mean by "exponencial aquisition channel"?

Well, on all other channels (Facebook, flyers, partnerships,
whatever...) everytime you increase your investment or improve
your processes you get a proprcional benefit that is linear.

But referalls do not add. They multiply each other. So if you hav a
business with net positive referalls - also  know as negative
chrun - you have something very special. Because those referalls
will slowly multiply each other. Here at +Patients I think even
thugh we invest so much in online advertising, roughly half or
more of our clients actually came through referalls.

I won't go in detail on strategies to increase referalls, or else
you'll only finish reading this next year, but to sum it up:

The best way to increase your referral rate, is giving the patient
a incredible experience and results. The moment the patient
feels he got much more value out of the treatment, than he paid
for, he becomes an advocate of the brand. And that's when you
really start having a self-sustaining business.

Another great, simple, and yet rarely done, way of getting more
referrals, is just asking! "Is anyone in your family also
considering dental implants?" Your patients are your friends.
They also want to see you do well. Don't feel afraid to ask. 



Let me tell you something you don't know about me. I've fired so
many people at this point, it's ridiculous. And what have I learned
by doing that?

Redundancy is important. Turnover isn't.

Here at the More Patients Company, I roll with the turnover. We
hire slow and fire fast. And every year, I fire more people and make
more money. And the ones that manage to stay get paid well.

Do I like firing people? NO, not at all. Do I hire someone just to fire
him? NO, not at all. Do I fire people that are not 100% committed
to the mission? Without a shadow of a doubt. If I go home, twice in
a month upset about the same employee, he's got to go, There's no
pride in having a leech of resources on your team for years.

So don't depend on anyone. Build redundancy in your teams.

And don't get me wrong, if you want a dental assistant that's
committed to the mission, you have to pay her above market rate.
If she doesn't perform after two weeks, you got's to let her.

3. Servicing - Recruiting a World-Class Team
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As you can see, the hiring process above is pretty standard, and I'm
not here to teach you things that you already know. Nonetheless,
there are probably two steps here that have caught your eyes,
these are the "Pre-Interview" and the "Hiring Agency".

Worry not, I will share my signature hiring moves with you, and I'm
positive you are going to love my Pre-Interview step!

The Pre-Interview

So, as I mentioned before, I like to hire slow. But I don't like
wasting time. And that's an issue. Before I came up with this, I used
to waste several days interviewing a handful of candidates. Now I
spend one day interviewing as many as 50 people.

The Pre-Interview step is exactly what it sounds like. I schedule all
candidates in 10m slots and give them 5 minutes each to answer 2
or 3 questions regarding the role. It's very simple, but it'll save you
ages. Then my favorite ones get scheduled for a second day, where
I interview them thoroughly for about an hour. In 2 days you go
through upwards of 50 people. Isn't that awesome?!

And it works well for most positions. Sadly, not for dental
assistants, as there is rarely an excess of them on the market. And
I'll explain to you how I solved that in the next page.

3. Servicing - Recruiting a World-Class Team
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3. Servicing - Recruiting a World-Class Team

Hiring Agencies

My take on hiring agencies is that if you do find a good one, they
are absolutely great for positions that don't require a lot of
complex problem-solving skills, if you know what I mean.

I happen to place dental assistants in that bucket, and so far with
great success. And that's essentially my advice on hiring agencies.

Find a good one, and use it for simple jobs. For more complex jobs,
the the pre-interview route. You'll take almost as long as if you
were using a hiring agency, and you'll qualify better candidates. 

To Wrap it Up

As you've seen, I don't have the typical "leadership guru/team
building coach" advice. I happen to run a real technology company,
and own an actual dental office, both profitable and growing. So
what I preach is what has so far worked for me.

I look for 3 qualities in employees, and they've never let me down:

- Unstoppableness (Perseverance/discipline/energy/courage)
- Intelligence
- Integrity

People with these 3 qualities are the kind of people that change
the world. The kind of people that make companies grow 5X or 10X
a year, instead of 5% or 10% a year. And that's s a lesson that took
me longer than I would have liked to learn.

To tell you the truth, it's a fact that I've let go of a lot of people,
but that has allowed me to build a very strong team.

Hire people smaller than you, and you'll build a company of dwarfs.
Hire people bigger than you, and you'll build a company of giants.



4. Operations - Managing The Finances

Business is all about the Free Cashflow. The Cash.

Revenue Is Vanity Profit is Sanity Cash is King

How much free cashflow did you have last month?

This is the main metric that successful funds, and big investors,
look for. Your Free Cashflow for a certain month/year is:

Cash Collected - Expenses = Free Cashflow

For dental offices, thankfully, this number usually reflects very
closely the profits for the month. It's essential to keep it that way.
Free Cashflow is your number one most important indicator of
success. It is the greenest line in my monthly financial reports.

And why am I talking about free cashflow and financial reports?

Because If I'm going to leave you with one final tip, it's this.

Measure and keep track of your finances meticulously. Have a
financial report ready at least every month. Invest your cash in
growth. Let your fear lead the way. But take only calculated risks.
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THANK YOU

CEO TOMÁS MARQUES
+1 (305) 340-5857

TOM@MOREPATIENTS.EU

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
GETTING MORE PATIENTS?

We want to meet you! Click below to schedule a free
call with one of your specialists.

MorePatients.eu

Get My Free Consulting Call

https://maispacientes.pt/en
https://morepatients.eu/demo

